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When I wander the streets and other public places with my camera, I take
pleasure in the beauty and variety of our world and I cannot stop walking
as I always hope to find even more picturesque colours and shapes. Some-
�mes, I feel like a wildlife hunter. When I no�ce an object of par�cular
beauty or interest, I feel the urge to capture it and take it home. If there
is no immediate risk that the prey runs away, I look for the best viewing
angle and get my weapon ready, ensuring the best shoo�ng speed and
the intended depth of field. I may also need to cau�ously follow the game
while it walks along its intended track. I quietly try to get closer without
being no�ced, as I do not want to disturb and change the beau�ful scene
I see. I also do not want to risk being uncovered or even ge�ng physically
hurt by the target, especially if it is a strong and powerful representa�ve
of its species. The excitement, consis�ng of a mix of curiosity, joy, fear and
the hope that I will take the trophy home can be breath-taking. I take my
shot, then another one and another one, un�l I can be sure that I cap-
tured the game in all its beauty, presen�ng it in the light and frame it de-
serves. Back at a safe distance, I preview my catch. It happens that I can-
not wait un�l I get home to prepare my trophy and find the right place to
display it so that all can see this splendid sample of its kind.







At �mes, the feverish excitement during the
hunt lets me forget the values of my trade,
which are empathy and respect for all living be-
ings. While funny situa�ons and spectacular
representa�ves of a species can be entertaining,
hun�ng must not be exploita�ve, trophies
should not be degrading and it is unkind to laugh
at the expense of others.





There is a fine line between – on one side –
showing a humorous situa�on and – on the
other – making yourself feel be�er by laughing
at others. A good way to decide is to ask your-
self: “Would I mind being shown in a photo like
this?”, although different people might have
varying acceptance levels.

Street photographers are not always aggressive
hunters. Usually, we are peaceful gatherers, col-
lec�ng culturally interes�ng objects, pictur-
esque loca�ons, interes�ng new angles. There is
a pleasure also in compiling entertaining series
of photos on various objects fi�ng the same
theme.

For me, this picture of a bather at the French
Riviera perfectly represents the French tricolore
flag: bleu-blanc-rouge. It inspired me to a blue-
white-red mini-series.
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Street Photography is a specific genre of photography that happens in public spaces. Its strictest re-
quirements are that it involves people (or their traces) and that it is candid, meaning that the photo-
grapher does not influence the photographed persons or objects. Persons must not be aware of be-
ing captured. From a technical point of view, you should furthermore use a focal length of 35-50mm,
meaning that you need to get close to the photographed object.

Why do we take pictures of unknown people? Are street photographers stalkers or voyeurs? Shooting
street photographs sometimes feels as exciting as wildlife hunting, and it can be dangerous, too.
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